Abstract. Modern regulations in the field of design and construction of buildings in seismically dangerous areas provide for stability calculation of bases, foundations and underground structures, i.e. calculations for the first group of limited states. At the same time, calculations for the second group of limited states, like deformations (yields, relative difference in yields), as a rule, are not fulfilled. This state of affairs is due to insufficient knowledge of the issues of appearance and development of additional stress and strain in ground arrays during seismic influences, that ultimately leads to residual yields and rolls of foundations of industrial and civil buildings. Essentially, residual displacements depend on the type and intensity of dynamic effects, as well as on the model foundation soils. At the same time, the most important factor is the compulsory registration of collaboration between the subgrade and the structure. Therefore, quantification of additional residual displacements of foundations of industrial buildings and structures under dynamic loads, is an actual problem of the modern earthquake-resistant construction.
Introduction
The strength and stability of buildings and constructions under static and seismic actions is determined by the nature of the system interaction "foundation -structure". Formulation of the problem is to analyze, under different seismic actions, the forms of vibrations of buildings and structures of different width and height on the two-layer base. At the same time, significant attention is paid to the assessment of movements of residual mass of soil, containing underground part of the structure. The most significant factor in determining the seismic resistance of a structure is the intensity of seismic effects in the area of its construction. Another major factor is the ratio of primary natural vibration frequencies of "base -construction" system and the seismic effect. In case of coincidence of these frequencies, the resonance phenomenon can lead to loss of stability of structures, even at low intensity of the seismic action [1] .
Method
For analysis of the Stress-Strain State (SSS) of soil mass enclosing the underground part of the building, as well as in order to assess the impact of various factors on the value of the residual deformation of the compressible base, in the Software Package (SP) PLAXIS 2D 2016 a mathematical modeling was performed for the systems consisting of: structures with different geometrical dimensions (width and number of floors), compressed two-layered soil foundation, based on different models (model Mohr-Coulomb and model "hardening soil model with small-strain stiffness").
Quantitative prediction of stress-strain state in heterogeneous base grounds (in the present study defined as a two-layer base) structures under static and seismic action is necessary to ensure the normal conditions of facilities exploitation [2, 3] .
In order to do this, one must take into account seismicity of the construction site accommodation area on the basis of engineering-geological conditions as well as physical and mechanical properties of the foundation soil. In this study, seismic effects are defined in accordance with accelerograms recommended by the MGSN (Moscow City Construction Regulations) 4.19-05 Multifunctional High-Rise Buildings and Complexes (Figure 1 ).
At the same time, in dynamic calculation module the SP PLAXIS 2D 2016 allows to directly provide for the specified accelerogram and to use it in calculation of SSS of subgrade under seismic impacts. In this paper, a two-layer base is analyzed. The top layer with thickness of 15 m is represented by silty-clay soil. The bottom layer consists of sandy soil with thickness of 25 m. The foundation soil properties are presented in Table 1 .
The first model used in mathematical modeling is the model of Mohr-Coulomb. It represents a model of the "first level", which includes only a real number of features of the soil behavior. Despite the fact that increase in stiffness can be considered with depth, the Mohr-Coulomb model does not account for dependence of hardness neither on stress nor on the stress trajectory, and also on the deformation anisotropy. The state of stress at break can be described by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, with effective strength parameters φ' (internal friction angle) and c' (specific cohesion) [4, 5] .
The second model used in mathematical modeling -the soil model "hardening soil model with small-strain stiffness" (HSSMALL), while taking into account the soil stiffness at small strains, is based on a fairly well-known elastic-plastic model of hardening soil (hardening soil model) and uses almost the same set of parameters. In fact, description of changes in rigidity due to magnitude of deformation requires only two additional parameters: initial shear modulus and shear modulus of the ultra-low deformations of G 0 ;
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3015 shear strain rate γ 0,7 , wherein secant shear modulus G s decreases to about 70% of the magnitude of G 0 . Differences between static and dynamic stiffness of soil, explained by the nature of stressing (e.g., by inertial forces and by strain rate effect), rather than by magnitude of the applied strain, which in dynamic conditions is usually not so large. Since inertia forces and rate of deformation have very little effect on the initial stiffness of soil, the terms "dynamic stiffness" and "stiffness at small strains" may actually be considered as synonyms.
The SSS of an interacting with structures two-layer base is significantly affected by the rigidity of construction, by the upper and lower base layers and their relationship, as well as by the elastic-plastic properties of soils.
SSS calculations completed for double-layer base interacting with buildings of different heights and widths have shown that registration of elastic-plastic properties of soil under static and seismic effects leads to additional residual stresses and displacements. However, frequency of normal vibrations of buildings is significantly different, while depending on the geometrical dimensions of the building [6, 7] .
With increase in the number of stores of buildings, the effect of seismic loading on SSS of soil base, enclosing the underground part of the building, is growing significantly. In the contact zone "foundation -base" emerges an additional stress and strain, which leads to additional residual stress and displacement, as well as to formation of local zones of limited state of soil elastic equilibrium. 
Conclusion
1. The objective of collaboration of the system "foundation -structure" under seismic impacts is solved by taking into account the modeling of bearing structures of aboveground and underground parts of the structure, that has a significant impact on distribution and magnitude of the residual displacement of soil, in contrast to the method of constructions modeling as a solid array with reduced stiffness. 2. In the Stress-Strain State of inhomogeneous soil foundation interacting with the structure under seismic impacts, is significantly affected by registration of stiffness of the structure itself, as well as of upper and lower layers of the base and their ratio (in the case of a two-layer base, considered in this paper) [8, 9, 10] . 3. Modeling of soil base under seismic action is performed by using the elastic-plastic hardening soil model for small deformations (hardening soil model with small-strain stiffness (HSSMALL), while taking into account soil stiffness at small deformations and its nonlinear dependence of the strain amplitude. 4. SSS calculations completed for double-layer base interacting with buildings of different heights and widths have shown that registration of elastic-plastic properties of soil under static and seismic effects leads to additional residual stresses and displacements [11] . 5. Number of floors affects the waveform of above-ground parts of the building. With the growth of the construction height, the seismic load effect on the stress-strain state of the base soil increases. There are additional residual stresses and strains in the contact zone "foundation soil -foundation" which lead to additional residual stress and displacement, as well as to the formation of local zones of limit equilibrium.
